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Heat Biologics Announces Research
Collaboration with University of Miami to
Develop Vaccine Designed to Protect
Against COVID-19 Coronavirus
Heat's gp96 vaccine platform activates CD8 T cells, antigen presenting cells and
natural killer cells, and induces mucosal immunity which could make it an ideal
vaccine for COVID-19

Vaccine designed to induce a multi-epitope specific CD8 T-cell response, which is
crucial for protection against potential future mutations of COVID-19

DURHAM, NC / ACCESSWIRE / March 5, 2020 / Heat Biologics, Inc. (NASDAQ:HTBX), a
clinical-stage biopharmaceutical company specialized in the development of therapeutic
vaccines, announced today a strategic collaboration with the University of Miami Miller
School of Medicine to support the development of a vaccine leveraging Heat's proprietary
gp96 platform designed to target the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus that causes COVID-19.

Clinical and preclinical studies suggest that Heat's gp96-based vaccines may be utilized to
target COVID-19. Heat has treated more than 300 patients to date with its gp96-based
therapeutic vaccines. Results from these studies together with positive outcomes in NIH and
DOD-funded mouse and primate studies against SIV/HIV 1-2, malaria and zika, demonstrate
that gp96 vaccines express a broad range of antigens and stimulate a robust systemic
immune response, culminating in humoral and cell mediated responses in different organs
including the gut, reproductive tract, liver and lungs.

Heat's COVID-19 vaccine will utilize Heat's gp96 platform to generate open docking sites for
the insertion of multiple SARS-CoV-2 antigens. Heat anticipates that its novel approach
should activate a potent immune response, without the disadvantages of possible genomic
integration of foreign DNA or viral vector instability possible with attenuated viral vaccines.
This approach is designed to induce a multi-epitope specific memory CD8 T-cell response
that protects against multiple, distinct coronavirus strains across diverse human populations
and against potential future mutations of SARS-CoV-2 and other coronavirus.

Heat's COVID-19 program emerged from the same laboratory that originally developed
Heat's gp96 platform technology, and will be developed at the University of Miami Miller
School of Medicine under the direction of Natasa Strbo, M.D., D.Sc., research assistant
professor of microbiology and immunology, who has spent many years advancing the gp96



platform as a vaccine against HIV, malaria, zika and other infectious diseases.

Mucosal immunity and airway memory T-cell responses are crucial in the protection against
respiratory viruses such as SARS-CoV-2, since these areas are the first to encounter the
virus. Importantly, Heat's gp96-based vaccines have demonstrated effectiveness in the
induction of mucosal immunity. Dr. Strbo and her team have developed a gp96 vaccine
against SIV (the primate equivalent of HIV) that has been shown to induce a dramatic
antigen-specific immune response in the mucous membranes. Treated primates (rheusus
macaques) were 73 percent less likely to acquire a particularly virulent form of the SIV
virus*. These data support broader use of the vaccine platform against other viruses
attacking the mucosal tissues, such as COVID-19
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3594107).

"T-cell immune responses play a crucial role in protection against coronaviruses and
facilitation of coronavirus clearance. It is noteworthy to mention that not antibodies, but only
SARS-CoV-specific memory T-cells persisted up to 11 years post-recovery," said Dr. Strbo.
"Therefore, an effective coronavirus vaccine should induce neutralizing antibodies and elicit
specific memory CD8 T cell responses. Currently, gp96 is the most efficient agent known to
mediate antigen cross-presentation at femto-molar concentrations of antigen. Heat's gp96
vaccine platform has unique properties that enable it to activate antigen presenting cells,
natural killer cells and T cells, which could make it an ideal vaccine for SARS-CoV-2."

Heat's wholly-owned subsidiary, Zolovax, Inc., will focus on the development of the COVID-
19 vaccine. Under the terms of the research collaboration, University of Miami will develop
and test one or more vaccine constructs utilizing Heat's gp-96 vaccine backbone to express
antigens associated with COVID-19.

"We are excited about our collaboration with the University of Miami to develop a gp96-
based vaccine designed to prevent the spread of COVID-19," said Jeff Wolf, CEO of Heat.
"gp96 is a powerful vaccine platform that has been shown to induce a potent immune
response, which may protect against COVID-19 and other highly-virulent infectious
diseases. We look forward to advancing this important program"

* Novel vaccination modality provides significant protection against mucosal infection by
highly pathogenic SIV, J Immunol. 2013 Mar 15; 190(6): 2495-2499.

Additional published studies (Strbo et al 2013 Cutting Edge J Immunol Selinger et al 2014,
Vaccari et al Nature Medicine 2016 and 2018) support the feasibility of the gp96-Ig cell
secreted-based vaccine platform.

About Heat's gp96-based therapeutic platform

Heat shock protein gp96 is a chaperone protein found in all human cells. It is a potent
immune adjuvant that has the role of "molecular warning system" or more specifically, gp96
has demonstrated a clinical ability to induce immunity against antigens from the cell it came
from. gp96 is naturally tethered to the cell and is normally released only during necrosis or
cell death.

Heat's proprietary gp96 vaccine platform reprograms live cells to continually secrete
antigens of interest bound to the gp96, thus activating a robust T-cell response against those

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3594107
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/eutils/elink.fcgi?dbfrom=pubmed&retmode=ref&cmd=prlinks&id=23401588


antigens. Heat's gp96 platform was developed by Dr. Eckhard Podack at the University of
Miami and has undergone rigorous testing in numerous NIH and DOD-funded mice and
primate trials as a vaccine against HIV, malaria and other infectious diseases, and has been
tested on over 300 patients in numerous NIH and Heat-funded oncology trials.

About Heat Biologics, Inc.

Heat Biologics is a biopharmaceutical company developing immunotherapies designed to
activate a patient's immune system against cancer and other diseases using its proprietary
gp96 platform to activate CD8+ "Killer" T-cells. Heat has completed enrollment in its Phase 2
clinical trial for advanced non-small cell lung cancer with its gp96-based HS-110 therapeutic
vaccine. HS-110 is the company's first biologic product candidate in a series of proprietary
immunotherapies designed to stimulate a patient's own T-cells. Heat also has numerous pre-
clinical programs at various stages of development. For more information, please visit
www.heatbio.com.

Forward Looking Statements

This press release includes forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 on our current expectations and projections about
future events. In some cases, forward-looking statements can be identified by terminology
such as "may," "should," "potential," "continue," "expects," "anticipates," "intends," "plans,"
"believes," "estimates," and similar expressions. These statements are based upon current
beliefs, expectation, and assumptions and include statements regarding Heat developing a
vaccine designed to protect against COVID-19 coronavirus, Heat's gp96-based vaccines
targeting COVID-19, Heat's gp96 platform generating open docking sites for the insertion of
multiple SARS-CoV-2 antigens, Heat's gp96 platform activating a potent immune response,
without the disadvantages of possible genomic integration of foreign DNA or viral vector
instability possible with attenuated viral vaccines, Heat's approach inducing a multi-epitope
specific memory CD8 T-cell response that protects against multiple, distinct coronavirus
strains across diverse human populations and against potential future mutations of SARS-
CoV-2 and other coronavirus, and Heat's gp96 protecting against COVID-19 and other
highly-virulent infectious diseases. These statements are subject to a number of risks and
uncertainties, many of which are difficult to predict, including the ability of Heat's platform to
provide protection against COVID-19 coronavirus, and possible future mutations of COVID-
19 or other coronaviruses, the ability of the gp96 platform to activate a potent immune
response, without the disadvantages of possible genomic integration of foreign DNA or viral
vector instability possible with attenuated viral vaccine, the issuance of a patent to Heat for
use of Heat's technology platform for treating or preventing infection with the SARS-CoV-2
virus that causes coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), the ability of Heat's therapies to
perform as designed, to demonstrate safety and efficacy, as well as results that are
consistent with prior results, the ability to enroll patients and complete the clinical trials on
time and achieve desired results and benefits, Heat's ability to obtain regulatory approvals
for commercialization of product candidates or to comply with ongoing regulatory
requirements, regulatory limitations relating to Heat's ability to promote or commercialize its
product candidates for specific indications, acceptance of its product candidates in the
marketplace and the successful development, marketing or sale of products, Heat's ability to
maintain its license agreements, the continued maintenance and growth of its patent estate,
its ability to establish and maintain collaborations, its ability to obtain or maintain the capital

http://pr.report/TU7OZc8V


or grants necessary to fund its research and development activities, its ability to continue to
maintain its listing on the Nasdaq Capital Market and its ability to retain its key scientists or
management personnel, and the other factors described in Heat's most recent annual report
on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2018 filed with the SEC, and other
subsequent filings with the SEC. The information in this release is provided only as of the
date of this release, and Heat undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking
statements contained in this release based on new information, future events, or otherwise,
except as required by law.
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